Writers’ Block Tutors’ Strengths, Spring 2021:
Let us help you choose the right tutor. Tutors’ names appear in alphabetical order, not in order of experience! All of our tutors can be helpful.

**Biology/Science:** Vincenzo

**Business:** Imani (and APA tutors)

**Communication:** Imani and most other tutors

**Community Health:** Imani (and APA tutors)

**Education:** Hannah, Jonnileigh

**ESL Second Language Writers:** Imani, Jonnileigh, Nadya, Hannah, Kristen

**EOP first-year students:** Imani, Jonnileigh, Nadya

**English Literature/Writing:** Imani, Kristen, Hannah, Jonnileigh, Madison, Victoria

**Creative Writing:** Jonnileigh, Kristen, Madison, Victoria

**Environmental Studies:** Nadya, Vinnie

**History:** Imani

**Philosophy:** Nadya, Imani

**Psychology:** Nadya, Victoria

**Resume writing:** Nadya, Imani, Hannah

**Research papers:** Imani, Jonnileigh, Hannah, Nadja, most tutors

**Sociology & Criminal Justice Studies:** Sara, Jonnileigh

**Spanish essays:** Madison

**Women’s and Gender Studies:** Nadya, Jonnileigh

**MLA:** all tutors  
**APA:** Nadya, Victoria

**ASA for SOCI and CRIM:** Sara, Jonnileigh

**Chicago footnotes:** Imani, Nadya, Kristen

**Chicago author-date for Anthropology:** --- Dr. Mitchell